
 

  GROCERY HOME DELIVERY VEHICLES
  SOMERS FRIDGE VANS
  TRANSLOAD LUTONS
  TRANSLOAD 3.5T CURTAIN-SIDERS
  3.5 TONNE BOX BODIES
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WHY PANELTEX?
CLASS-LEADING PAYLOAD

 Unrivalled payload for 3.5T vehicles is available, thanks to Paneltex’s 

innovative lightweighting technology, which does not detrimentally 

affect temperature control or thermal efficiency

THERMAL EFFICIENCY 

  Class-leading payload offered with the most thermally efficient 

insulated bodywork of any vehicle available in their class

  Certified ATP Class A - C is available on all Paneltex 3.5T vehicles

ON-BRAND STYLING  
AND AERODYNAMICS OPTIONS

  Paneltex GRP mouldings allow for a lightweight, low-cost, truly 

customizable style

  Options available include cab and fridge fairings, side skirts and 

rear bumpers

  In-house painting and colour mixing facility keeps vans true to any  

operators’ brand

OUTSTANDING WARRANTY AND MAINTENANCE

  Paneltex offers a complete warranty and spare parts service, with 

next day delivery on spare parts, which are low-cost and simple to 

fit, keeping vehicle off-road times to a minimum

N1 <3.5T
REFRIGERATED VEHICLES
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WHY PANELTEX?
MAXIMUM LOAD SPACE

  All Paneltex Dry Goods Vans are designed to offer maximum load 

space and capacity on a 3.5T chassis

TECHNICAL EXPERTISE 

  Lightweight bodywork, constructed of foam core panels, gives a 

high payload along with on-brand styling

  Greater load length and load height than most other vehicles in the 

3.5T class

RELIABILITY AND QUALITY

  Paneltex Transload Truck Bodies are durable, lightweight and 

practical

TYPE APPROVAL

  Full European Whole Vehicle Type Approval for Paneltex 3.5T 

Lutons, Box Vans and Curtain-Siders built on Mercedes Sprinter, 

Volkswagen Crafter, Ford Transit or Iveco Daily

SHORT LEAD TIME

  The expertise and experience of the team involved in constructing 

these vehicles is such that the turnaround time is very low

  This means the Paneltex production team is capable of putting 

together these vehicles from a base chassis to a finished, quality 

vehicle in a very short time

N1 <3.5T
DRY GOODS VEHICLES
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PANELTEX 3.5T VEHICLES set the standard for the 3.5 tonne market. As well 

as offering ATP Class C on all 3.5T refrigerated bodywork, this is strongly 

accentuated by Paneltex’s industry-leading payload achieved on 3.5 

tonne box bodies. Over the years, Paneltex has innovated and refined its 

already top quality concept, falling in line with Paneltex values of continual 

improvement, to retain its ability to produce the lightest-weight vans 

available, without compromising on temperature control and thermal 

efficiency. The result of so many years of extensive work has resulted in an 

urban home delivery vehicle with maximum storage capacity and access, 

highly efficient insulation, low unladen weight and the highest available 

resultant payload.



Many retailers rely on hundreds of Paneltex vehicles to deliver high 

quality products in perfect condition every day. The iconic vans 

seen by the end customer can be supported by complete transport 

systems comprising single- and double- deck trunking trailers, 

large temperature-controlled or dryfreight trucks, modular building 

systems and alternative ‘last-mile’ delivery systems, all produced by 

Paneltex.

ATP type approval extends throughout the refrigerated range 

and innovative design features ensure the finished vehicle is 

both functional and aesthetically pleasing. A particular feature of 

Paneltex 3.5T refrigerated vehicles is the unique direct air system 

or air deflector, which can improve refrigeration performance 

significantly, leading to reduced fuel consumption.

What is critical for these vehicles is the way Paneltex will work with an 

operator to design an individual vehicle, targeted towards seamless 

integration into the system in which it will be working. Paneltex 

vehicles are not generic, standard products shoehorned into an 

operation, but a next generation vehicle, specifically tailored to 

improve operating efficiency. The Paneltex design team is well-known 

for its ability to turn ideas into added value for any business, through 

the provision of highly efficient, high quality delivery vehicles.

All Paneltex products are backed by strong warranty and 

exceptional aftersales support. Spare parts stocks are maintained 

for 10 year, as a matter of policy and, as well as the web-based 

spare parts ordering system, the helpful team is committed to 

finding the correct part and providing next-day delivery of a 

wide variety of spare parts. Alongside this, the warranty and 

aftercare team is dedicated to keeping vehicle off-road times 

to an absolute minimum. Working extended hours and going 

the extra mile is a common occurrence for every member of the 

team, which is a massive testament to their high success rate at 

getting vehicles back in operation when issues unexpectedly 

arise.
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SUPPORTIVE AFTERCARE


